SOPHSTONE
Luxurious Architectural Bathware

SOPHSTONE Installation Guide
Acknowledgments
Thank you for choosing SOPHSTONE for your unique application. By attentively following the instructions
provided herein, you can ensure that your product will operate as intended and yield many years of reliable
function.
Please note that your specific application or installation may necessitate certain expertise or have unique
installation requirements beyond the scope of this installation guide. Please review all available resources when
preparing to install your product.
If at any time you have questions or concerns while installing your product, you may contact a SOPHSTONE
representative by phone at 1-844-539-1801 or by email at Info@SOPHSTONE.com and we will assist you in any way
possible.

This Installation Guide Applies to the
Following Products...

ECB24, ECB18, ECB12

SOPHSTONE COMMERCIAL SINKS
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Sink Preparation:
FAUCET HOLES
·

·

·

·

If your sink does not include pre-drilled
faucet holes, determine if holes need to
be drilled.
If faucet holes need to be drilled, review
your faucet specification sheets and
determine location requirements.
Lay masking tape over the sink (to
protect the surface) and mark locations
for faucet holes on the tape. Drill a small
pilot hole at each location.
Using a diamond tipped core bit,
carefully drill through the pilot holes.

For Trim-Ready Sinks ONLY:
CUT TO SIZE
·
·
·

·

Sinks designed with additional included
counter space can be trimmed to size.
Do not trim material if your sink was not
designed to be trimmed.
Determine the final sink length. Lay
masking tape over the sink and mark on
the tape where material must be
trimmed.
Cut the sink to size using a diamond
tipped blade; Diamond blades designed
to cut natural stone smoothly and with
minimal chipping will work similiarly
well when cutting SOPHSTONE products.
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FINISHING
·

·

·

Remove all masking tape and use
acetone to remove any residue left by
the masking tape.
Edges that have been created from
drilling or trimming may have sharp
burs, use caution when handling the
sink.
Remove any burs or imperfections while
being careful not to scratch or damage
the sink in the process.
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Installation Instructions:
STUDS & SUPPORT
·
·

Locate studs or similarly strong
members to mount your brackets onto.
These members must be strong enough
to support the entire weight of your
fixture; refer to available materials to
determine the weight of your fixture.

BRACKET PLACEMENT

·

SINK

EXAMPLE PRIMARY
BRACKET

SECONDARY BRACKET

·

Mount primary and secondary brackets
using the provided hardware.
The primary brackets should be mounted
1" to 1-1/4" lower than the intended finish
height. Mount secondary brackets 1/4"
lower than needed. The sink will be
shimmed to finish height further in the
installation.
Brackets should be placed every 30" - 36"
linearly along the sink; additional studs
or members may be needed to meet this
requirement.

PRIMARY BRACKET

·

SINK

EXAMPLE SECONDARY
BRACKET

SINK MOUNTING
·

30" - 36"

30" - 36"

30" - 36"

ECB##

ECB##

·
·

Mount your sink onto your installed
brackets similar to the shown diagram.
Shim sink to final install height.
Once the sink has been shimmed to the
final install height, use construction
adhesive to fasten the sink in place.

ECB##

ECB##

EXAMPLE DIAGRAM
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